New Undergraduate Dean Appointed

Jonathan Booker | Campus

“I can say that when I was first asked about it, it obviously seemed like a challenging role, but I genuinely believe that I can stand up to the challenge,” chimed Dr. Jennifer Jahner, newly appointed Dean of Undergraduate Students. Despite being in the early days of her tenure, Jahner already showed a promising vision for Caltech’s undergraduate program, and an understanding of the need for continual growth and adaptation in this new environment.

In a interview with the Tech, Jahner described her goal for a robust and comprehensive support system for Caltech students. “My priorities will be to forge a cohesive and efficient Deans’ Office in the future of Caltech. This approach not only reinforces Jahner’s dedication to student engagement but also sets the stage for an inclusive and responsive environment.”

Jennifer Jahner’s commitment to her role, her eagerness to bring new ideas, and the unique challenges of the Caltech community ensure her to connect directly with the student body. “As a result of her work at Caltech, Jahner will be able to better serve the students of the Institute.”

In an interview with the Tech, Jahner described her goal for a robust and comprehensive support system for Caltech students. “My priorities will be to forge a cohesive and efficient Deans’ Office in the future of Caltech. This approach not only reinforces Jahner’s dedication to student engagement but also sets the stage for an inclusive and responsive environment.”

Ditch Day Was Indeed Tomorrow!

Chí Capi | Culture

“Go to bed, frosh, Ditch Day is tomorrow!” is one of the most iconic catchphrases of Caltech. In fact, the moment the seniors sent the quirky message always dining being absolutely delectable. Frosh line up to join stacks involve adventure, some working on each stack. Some seniors and the ghosts of previous times donned their best costumes and began their trek from the ninth floor of Caltech Hall to the Keck to disrupt the usual day of studying. Frosh and seniors alike prepared for Ditch Day, with a significantly resource shortage. The newly named Dean, Professor of Physics, Jennifer Jahner, can stand up to the challenge, “I would be speaking out of the ordinary, but this is only my third day on the job, so I do not have enough information to give you a definite answer.”

In an interview with the Office of the future of CASS (Caltech Accessibility Services for Students) and the records of the same careful consideration, underlying her commitment to due diligence before making any hasty pronouncements or plans. It is evident that Jahner prioritizes open and frank dialogue regarding student affairs and prioritizes solutions based on data and consultation.

While Jahner acknowledges the unique challenges of the Caltech community, she also sets the stage for an inclusive and responsive environment. “As a result of her work at Caltech, Jahner will be able to better serve the students of the Institute.”

This year, the curfew is at 10:30 PM. Fifteen minutes before the curfew, the Intergalactic Star Fleet, trying to be a part of it. So far, this year, the curfew has been getting enough articles for us to fill an issue. There were often issues where the Editor-in-Chief would have to write two or even three major articles on their own because no one else was willing to contribute, and this was during periods of major changes in undergraduate life. Entire years have gone by when student sentiment has gone almost completely unrecorded, one of the student body’s most efficient channels of communication to the greater Caltech community. My hope is that this can never happen again, but without the continued support of writers like you (yes, you!) it’s entirely possible that the paper backslides into being a publication that people forget even exists as its publication schedule grinds to a halt. I know from too much personal experience that this cycle is incredibly hard to avoid once it begins. The best way for you to help us stay out of it is by submitting articles so that the editors don’t have to scramble to find more at the last minute every two weeks.

We currently have a paper that people can expect and look forward to, and that gives students and administrators an honest look into each others’ perspectives. I hope that this year will continue to bring light to issues that too often go unacknowledged or pushed off, and that Caltech as a whole can work to address its shortcomings as a result. Thanks again for the support that’s been shown over the past four years. I’ve been proud to be a part of it.
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I Got Paid!

Parting thoughts from the previous Tech Editor

Kenny Thai | Opinion

Well, it may have taken 1771 days, but the Tech has finally given me my long-awaited compensation. I’ve been around as one of the Tech’s editors for over three years at this point, but I can comfortably say that this paper is in the best state it’s been since I started working on it. The paper’s biweekly publication schedule doesn’t require the editing team to sleep the night before publication (Editor’s note: *), revenue from advertising is finally returning, and the pay rates have increased for the first time in decades! It’s certainly a massive improvement over the year and a half that we spent keeping the paper on life support through digital distribution.

Of course, the Tech won’t be able to stay as active as it currently is without some support! Over the three years I’ve been helping to run the paper, our print (and sometimes digital) edition has gone through digital distribution. We currently have a paper that people can expect and look forward to, and that gives students and administrators an honest look into each others’ perspectives. I hope that this year will continue to bring light to issues that too often go unacknowledged or pushed off, and that Caltech as a whole can work to address its shortcomings as a result. Thanks again for the support that’s been shown over the past four years. I’ve been proud to be a part of it.
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Caltech from the Perspective of an Exchange Student
Two Years, Two Bikes

Adèle Basturk | Campus

In my almost two years as an undergraduate at this school, I have had two bikes stolen from me on campus. After a lockless overnight stay outside of the Richard M. Hill Laboratory, my beloved green Schwinn, which belonged to me from school for over 4 years, had disappeared from my life. On occasion learned, I was immediately on the market for a new bike.

Two weeks later I had acquired a retro blue Schwinn hybrid—a two-speed, 10-speed, and...
Dear Undergraduates,

Lesley Nye

As we barrel towards the end of another academic year and prepare to say “au revoir” to our soon-to-be-graduates, I hope we can all take a moment to appreciate the time that we have been able to spend together and reflect upon what we have overcome in the past few years, both as individuals and as a community.

The last three years were unprecedented in US higher education, and in the history of the world. We were forced to alter the ways we work, study, teach, interact, play, and socialize. Caltech, like our institution and counterparts, had to move rapidly and flexibly within a constantly shifting landscape—something that is especially challenging to an institution so grounded in tradition and history. The faculty reassessed management of their labs and learned how to engage in hybrid and virtual instruction; staff were required to respond creatively and immediately to extraordinary demands; and the students had to...well, give up their hopes and dreams of a typical college experience. And meanwhile, we all worried about the well-being and safety of our loved ones and one another.

We were also separated from this community we call home. Despite the hours and hours of Zoom meetings and calls, Team conversations, Discord threads, ridiculously imaginative efforts to bring people together (without actually bringing them together), and other attempts to normalize interactions and pursue the educational and research missions of the Institute, it was a singularly isolating and painful year and a half. Returning to campus alleviated some of this, but the ongoing pandemic continued to make things difficult to regain any sense of normalcy.

But you all know this all too well. I just want to take this opportunity to thank you. To thank you for your resilience, your strength, your flexibility, and your perseverance. For your intellectual brilliance, your generous hearts, and your desire to make this world a better place. For your contributions to the continued success of your peers, your mentors, and your faculty. And for allowing us all to take this wild ride with you.

Here’s hoping no generation will ever again have to manage such a complex and Covid-y undergraduate experience. And to the graduates out there, best wishes and have fun!

Lesley Nye, Interim Dean of Undergraduate Students

---

**Update on Bernoulli the Beaver!**

Lilia Arrizabalaga | Culture

Caltech’s mascot finally has a democratically elected name: Bernoulli, or Berni for short. This name was chosen by a poll sent out to undergrads, grads, and faculty. Over 700 ballots were cast, and Bernoulli won the majority of votes in every voting group.

After the name was revealed, our loved ones and one another.

Other attendees, however, saw the opportunity to worship the statue and took it. They prostrated themselves on the ground before the statue to a rousing chorus of “YES YES YES” by Betsy Mitchell, Head of Athletics, and Mitchell and the captains of the various sports teams each presented the bronze statue with assorted sports memorabilia such as track batons and volleyballs.

After the ceremony there was a summer kick off barbecue. Many students attended and discussed the beaver statue and its new name. The general sentiment among the undergrads seemed to be pro-Bernoulli but there were some students that questioned the need for the beaver statue.

Other attendees, however, saw the opportunity to worship the statue and took it. They prostrated themselves on the ground before the statue to a rousing chorus of “YES YES YES” by Betsy Mitchell, Head of Athletics. Bernoulli won the majority of votes in every voting group.

After the name was revealed, our loved ones and one another.

With a very dramatic flair, she ripped the tape obscuring the name off its jersey, revealing “Bernoulli”!

This name was chosen by a poll sent out to undergrads, grads, and faculty. Over 700 ballots total were cast, and Bernoulli won the majority of votes in every voting group.

After the name was revealed, our loved ones and one another.

To gauge the distribution of sentiment, the Tech ran a 24-hour approval poll for Bernoulli on @thecaliforniatech’s Instagram story as well as on Fizz. A total of 574 votes were received, although they cannot be guaranteed to be unique or genuine. The results are pictured; make of them what you will.

Overall, the event seemed to be a success, and the new name has certainly sparked discussions about school spirit. We will just have to wait and see if this continues.

---

**AMAZON SKYMALL**

Kenny Thai | Columnist

Welcome back to Amazon Skymall! In this column, we hold a raffle where we (not) randomly select one of our lucky readers and give them the item of their choice from my hand picked selections! Enter this week’s raffle by using the QR code (right) or the link below:

https://forms.gle/1wZrRQntjTTmCRv9

Among Us Bed Set $69.99
Fake Money $16.99
Minions Chess Set $39.00

Balloon Dog Sculpture $29.99

---
Art & Photography Spotlight

“Travel Sketch” by Emma Isella

“New Beginnings” by Sarah Bass

“Travel Sketch” by Emma Isella

“Wilder” by Alicia Zhang

“Travel Sketch” by Emma Isella

“Became a line” by Abraham Belayneh

“Night Shift” by Abraham Belayneh

“Worked to the Bone” by Domani Sharkey

“Fallen Angel” by Domani Sharkey

“Wilder” by Alicia Zhang

“Flowey” by Audrey Wong

“Travel Sketch” by Emma Isella

“Travel Sketch” by Emma Isella

“Travel Sketch” by Emma Isella

“Travel Sketch” by Emma Isella
BDR: Crystals and Caverns

Night event shines through in previous CDS Midnight Mad boombox that was set up at the DJ booth, using the giant collaboration, Lloyd band Interhouses. In a never before well-known staple at all Lloyd rounding the famous pole, a show included Adele Basturk’s “Bitch Better Have My Money” with songs like “Gas Pedal” and the music,” she had mixed to incorporate the theme into some Mario-themed remixes hyped. Our set even included a lot of effort into curating a very impressive, grand spread food assembled from one of the DJs themselves, different DJ shifts. We heard students danced through four-tiered, four-flavor cake, as homemade cupcakes. After many theme iterations and crowd-favorites like “Mr. Robot, faced with it’s own Ponce stated how nice it was to get to know the other Houses’ social teams and put on something for the whole school. Perhaps this is a sign we should have more co-house events? Highlight of the party was Ricketts’ very own professional DJ, Ramzi Saber (Ricketts ’25, MechE) and Cristian Ponce (Blacker ’25, BioE) for gathering decorators and getting this party going, especially after setting on a date that got canceled due to conflict with ASCIT’s Winter Formal, which then also got canceled by administrators. Unfortunately (or fortunately), Fleming House was not the theme. Although the three houses had settled on Fleming (the theme), it was struck down by the events committee made up of a group of administrators headed by Erica Crawford and Felicia Hunt. It was underdetermined whether or not Fleming House itself was okay with the theme, but BDR decided to go with the second crowd-favorite, a Minecraft-inspired Crystals and Caverns party theme. Decorations featured Ponce’s favorite: a dropped ceiling (a popular South House technique) to resemble an enclosed cave and numerous spray-painted stalactites and blinking blue LEDS along the black tarp. UV-painted foails crawled along the black paper-covered walls in the dining hall with strobing lights emanating from the DJ booth that hid a bubble machine under a waterfall.

Dabney took care of the food and wiped the plate with creativity as they served crystal rock candy, gem-colored mezcal, and rock candy. Ponce stated how nice it was to get to know the other Houses’ social teams and put on something for the whole school. Perhaps this is a sign we should have more co-house events? Highlight of the party was Ricketts’ very own professional DJ, Ramzi Saber (Ricketts ’25, Astrophysics), taking the crowd through numerous EDM songs and crowd-favorites like “Mr. Brightside.”

Cheers to a continued tradition!

Black Interhouse

Driven by a hard-working fresh, moles could be seen running around with drinks and frosted cookies up until the very last minute on Saturday, May 13. Bringing back the theme of Mad Max: Fury Road, moles decided on what was supposed to be Blacker’s COVID Interhouse, canceled due to COVID. There were a few bumps along the way in constructing the platform, but Blacker pulled through and partied through the night with only four noise complaints (all coming from the same house). The platform welcomed students with a grand staircase up to a surveying platform that surroundied the lower dance floor. Led by work fresh Steven Lei and Alexis Hertfurd, an extremely dedicated but overworked team of moles constructed the enormous platform overlooked by the DJ booth.

Featuring a very impressive, grand spread food assembled by lead Food Fresh Mars, students feasted on car-shaped waffles, pudding, Mother’s Day cupcakes, and artfully frosted cupcakes.

Art Fresh Anya Mischel directed her largest project to date, an impressive by 16 foot canvas mural of numerous modified war rig cars driving through a desert, spanning the entire back wall of Blacker Lounge as is tradition (temporarily covering the famous Stephen Hawking-acclaimed explosion mural).

With music ranging from Pitbull to My Chemical Romance, Blacker Interhouse ended the night with its traditional “Closing Time” with everyone linked together in a circle on the dance floor.

Vapestage: Fleming Interhouse

Caltech geared up for its very last Interhouse held in Fleming under paper lanterns and soaring lights in a bioluminescent fish party (BFP) on May 20.

The party started off slowly but quickly picked up the pace. Soon, mosh pits were springing up on the packed dance floor. Ground blacklights lit up the dance which was surrounded by speakers, allowing students to be surrounded by the music. A backdrop of beautiful murals of sharks and sea stars provided ocean ambiance behind the surrounding platforms.

General consensus of the music? “They had EDM, rap, Spanish music, and your basic BFF party music.”

A few hours in, mysterious clouds of smoke arose from the crowd with increasing frequency, which only became a problem when the music kept going shut down in order to announce that if there was any more vaping, Fleming Interhouse would get shut down. After a couple starts and stops, one last puff was all it took to blow the house down. The party finally ended up getting shut down 10 minutes before 2 am.
Dear Quail,

I am very academically stressed. How would you recommend that I can overcome this?

Thanks,

Seungho Bae

Hi Seymour Bae.

Oh, academic stress? Don’t worry, my friend, I’ve got the solution for you! It’s time to unleash the power of the ‘Stress-Relief Smoothie.’ This drink is the perfect companion for those academic woes that seem to trip us up.

First things first, let’s concoct the ‘Concentration Elixir.’ Take a splash of fresh orange juice, a dash of cranberry juice, and a sprinkle of extra pulp. Mix it all together, and let the flavors dance together. This zestyelixir will quench your thirst and attentively cancel those study sessions a breeze. Sip it slowly and let the fruity goodness ignite your brainpower!

Now, let’s whip up the ‘Stress-Relief Smoothie.’ Blend together a ripe banana, a handful of cranberries, a gallon of yogurt, and a generous splash of orange juice. As the ingredients blend, visualize your stress melting away, replaced by a tropical oasis of calm. Take a sip, feel the smoothie work its magic, and bid farewell to stress—like it never existed.

But wait, we’re not done yet! It’s time for the grand finale—Confidence Booster. Mix some blueberry juice, a little bit of sparkling water, and a sprinkle of sugar. This fizzy concoction will uplift your spirits and add a little sparkle to any academic challenge with which you’re faced. When the sip hits your head high, and let your worries fizzle away like bubbles in the air!

Remember, my dear friend, the power of the smoothie lies not just in its delicious taste but also in the positive energy it brings. So, when academic stress tried to rain on your parade, grab a glass of ‘Juice of Success,’ and let its silky yet delightful powers guide you towards triumph!

Cheers to good grades, laughter, and a juicer, stress-free academic year. Best wishes,

Quail

Dear Quail,

I just joied my pants in class, how do I get out of this predicament?

Signed,

Anita Bath

Dear Anita Bath,

Oh well, you’re not the first to have a little pickle on your hands. Don’t worry, you’ve got the help of the ‘Juice of Serenity’ to guide you through this tricky situation!

Step one: Inhale deeply and maintain your composure. We mustn’t let panic take the reins. Breathe and embrace the whimsical side of life and face this challenge head-on.

Step two: Take a moment to consider the value of the situation. Is it worth the stress you might be causing yourself?

Step three: With utmost poise, make your way to the ray of sunshine. More gracefully, avoid any unnecessary attention. Trust in your guiding star, leading you through this delicate journey.

Step four: Upon reaching the destination, assess the damage and cleanse yourself as best you can. Utilize water, soap, and any other materials to re-store your freshness and erase any traces of the incident. Take your time, dear friend, and focus on revitalizing your dignity with a sprinkle of wholesomeness.

Step five: Should the need arise, 시행을 do what you need to around your sweater. adding an extra layer of camo- uirement. This will not only conceal any lingering marks but also add a touch of nonchalant sophistication. You shall become the trendsetter of the campus, inspiring others with your fashionable ingenuity. Remember, mishaps befall us all, but it is our response that truly defines us. Embrace the power of the Juice of Serenity, maintain a positive outlook, and let laughter be your shield. Life is an unpredictable journey, and your ability to face its challenges with grace and humor shall earn you admiration.

Wishing you a future adorned with pants and a future adorned with pants and a future adorned with pants and a future adorned with pants

The California Tech
Wednesday, May 31, 2023

WORKERS & COLUMNISTS WANTED!

Campus | Open Positions

| Art | Photography |

| Comics | Culture | Sports | Politics |

POSITIONS ARE OPEN FOR ALL SECTIONS

If you write material, we will pay you up to the amounts listed below (at our discretion). Email submissions with a .txt file or your .docx file using the following link.

[Link to投稿页面]

[Link to投稿页面]

Meeting adjourned: 8:36 pm

Respectfully submitted,

Ivana Tinkle

Ivana Tinkle
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Ditch Day
from page 1

Some were absorbed in their tasks. Some were chilling and floating on log-shaped floats. Most were laughing, cackling with their friends. And just like that, the adventures go on.

But eventually the story must conclude. The heroes met their nemesis; the space voyagers solved the murder mystery; the adventurers arrived at the summit. I ended my hero journey drenched in water, slightly shivering in the afternoon chill and a heart simultaneously light and heavy: I had fun; the adventure is over; I'm glad to spend a good day out with my friend; The seniors are leaving soon; I love this place; I will miss this moment so much, ten, twenty, thirty years from now.

And then the cannon fires. Seniors turn ghosts. Juniors fill in their shoes. Smores grow into juniors.

The end of ditch day comes with its own lamenting and reflection. Some part of you seems fundamentally changed, perhaps for the better. You are older now, wiser now. Despite the exhaustion from the days activities, the sometimes mundane, the exhaustion from the days, the houses are still filled with a buzzing excitement. The end of the day the houses are still filled. Ditch Day is a time-marker. It is the high point of the evening; it is a moment when identity is being defined; it is a time for testing, I went into mass production.

The My Hero Academia stack has been a budding plan for the seniors. Normans (Chung) had been thinking about doing a MHA stack since frosh year. I joined him either near the end of junior year or this year. Justin Toyota shared, "I once heard someone say that Ditch Day really comes together in the last couple of weeks and that was definitely true for us. We figured out the outline of the stack early in the year. But I only really started writing the puzzles in May, and I was working on them until the night before.

In Venerable, An Tran and his friends prepared a Star Wars-themed stack. "The froshes have to hack a terminal. They essentially had to solve a series of puzzles of which I designed. Indeed, they were the lightsaber-making groups I saw in Spalding. "I designed lateral puzzles that required a change of perspective or novel way of thinking to solve. The final plan of the puzzle ended up being 10 independent puzzles when solved, its solution is fed into the main puzzle which is the locking of the terminal. People seemed to enjoy it, so I'm happy.

There were hiccups along the way, visible only to the critical eyes of the seniors, that the froshes are oblivious to. "By the afternoon, everything felt like a disaster. But towards the end of the day, everyone realized that things weren't going the way we expected but that it was ok. Moss shared. For their sixth activity, froshes went through a yard-and-command-hook laser maze and then through a mirror. Some decorations broke right before the activity. Justin and Norman also had their own hiccup: "There was a puzzle we had involving circuits, but it was only finalized the night before, so we didn't play it (we forgot one connection). But as always, it all worked out in the end.

For the seniors, Ditch Day marked the closing of a journey, "In some ways, my work on Ditch Day felt like my final gift to the frosh." Kelsie shared, "My way of saying goodbye to a place that has seen some of my lowest lows but had some good as well that I often lost track of. Justin feels a sense of calm with this finale, "For some reason, I felt stressed all week, but not today. Today I was filled with the calm of inevitability. This immovable mountain cannot be crossed without the ghosts' tremendous help. Anh Rhoa shared, "It's such a strange feeling to be done with Ditch Day. Something I've been stressing about for a year is finally over. It's freeing." Justin pondered, hours after the cannon fires, "The entire thing seemed insurmountable. But now I'm on the other side."

What next after this? "There are so many things I told myself I could do once this was behind me." Justin shared, "I'll definitely get to sleep. The work is strenuous, and the first step for Moss is to take a break: "After everything, I felt accomplished but entirely exhausted. When everyone was socializing with pie and dinner, I fell asleep on the floor."

By the time I am writing this, the rest of campus has re-entered the normal grind, problem sets and deadlines quickly in chase. We have exhorted the Ditch Day Utopia back into the real world. The ending has sunk in. The fun is now stowed neatly under the frosh's beds as they labor away on their desk. We came out of Ditch Day a year older (except for the frosh – y'all have to wait for the next cannon, sorry-not-sorry) another chapter sealed in. It's worth sitting down again to savor this aftertaste of Ditch Day. Noah Ortiz (CO 2022) has been a budding plan for the seniors. Moss is to take a break: "After everything, I felt accomplished but entirely exhausted. When everyone was socializing with pie and dinner, I fell asleep on the floor."

Go to bed frosh, Ditch Day is Tomorrow!
Outsider’s Insider: Caltech from the Perspective of an Exchange Student

Lulu Kwan | Student Life

Studying abroad at Caltech has been an experience, to say the least. I had heard that students do not leave campus at all during term time, and I was confident that that would not be me. It was. Well nearly. This was especially true during my first term when I took arguably the most difficult class with the highest workload I had ever seen. I think that shocked me into thinking that I was not going to make it. I was on the verge of dropping out, but for now, I am thankful for that. I have come away from this experience with a newfound appreciation for Caltech life. Life at Caltech is not for the faint of heart, but it is definitely worth the stress and hard work. I feel like I have fully integrated into Caltech life. I will be sad to leave, but I am looking forward to what the future holds for me.

The main attraction at Red Rock Canyon is the rock climbing. Top rope, lead climbing, bouldering — there is something different when you’re on real rock. This is the real world; whatever’s back in L.A. — we returned back to the campsite and prepared a delicious dinner of chicken and vegetable tacos + a rice. Those meals, shared around the campfire while telling stories of our day’s adventures, are absolutely the best I’ve ever had. Camping truly is the best spice.

The flexibility of selecting and taking different classes has been an experience, to say the least. I had never talked to graduate or undergraduate students who are passionate about their subject in classes where everyone is so knowledgeable. I have not had a class with such a diverse set of students; however, I am pleased to say that I have made some amazing friends here at Caltech.

The workload has been an experience, to say the least. I have never talked to graduate or undergraduate students who are passionate about their subject in classes where everyone is so knowledgeable. I have not had a class with such a diverse set of students; however, I am pleased to say that I have made some amazing friends here at Caltech.

The small class sizes are something I will cherish about my time here. It has been so much easier to form connections with my professors directly during lectures, which is largely uncommon in the UK, and to be able to work on active research at the forefront of science. I have the privilege of working within both Brian Stoltz’s lab and a graduate student’s lab, which has been a wonderful opportunity. The opportunity to carry out research during term time and to be able to extend this into the summer is something not offered at such an early stage at UCL. It has given me invaluable insight into the joys and pitfalls of working in research and has helped me enormously with not only growing in practical skills but with my future aspirations.

Some other things that took me a while to get used to was always seeing people I know whenever I walk around campus. I’ve quite enjoyed it, as at home, our universities are so big that there is a very small chance of ever seeing someone you know on the street. Over one year, I had only ever unintentionally bumped into people three times. However, recognizing people is unfortunately not my strong suit (sorry if you’ve been the recipient of that!), especially if it’s someone I briefly met at an interhouse... Interhouse and the house system are such intriguing concepts. I can see similarities between Caltech’s and Oxbridge colleges; except here, I think it’s easier to find people who have similar interests. The excitement around campus and the winding trails to the interhouses is exhilarating, and upon going to the parties I am always blown away by the intricate designs that seem to have been put together in an unhuman amount of time. Before coming, I thought maybe I would experience frat and sorority parties, but for now, I can’t wait to start my SURF over the summer!